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Regional Coalition Call Summary – July 19th, 2 PM to 3:30 PM 
 
2:00 PM:  
Call-in number and PIN:    866-215-3402  PIN: 896-217-9013 
 
Welcome, Overview, and Roll Call               Jack Hailey 
#6 to mute line and *6 to unmute 
 
The SCAN Foundation’s Community of Constituents Initiative            Kali Peterson 

 Overview of the Community of Constituents Initiative – Kali looked back to 
the Saturday Morning Collaborative (in D.C.), interviewed some regional 
leaders, and then put together the California Collaborative for Long Term 
Services and Supports 

 The California Collaborative should be seen as a resource to regional 
coalitions, particularly to those with Part B grants 

 The 12 2012-13 regional coalition grantees (four with Part A grants only and 
eight with Part B grants) – a monthly conference call and twice a year 
conferences are the heart of Part A grants; Part B grantees, in addition, will 
work on policy issues that overlap with Collaborative (such as Duals 
Demonstration, building bridges between senior groups and disability 
groups, system transformation, and Scorecard follow through) and will 
produce a communications plan.  

 
Profile of Each Regional Coalition    One speaker from each 
Short descriptions of each of the 12 regional coalitions, starting with the eight in 
their second year  [Part B grantees, please note your two policy focuses] 
Presentation Order: 
• Senior Services Coalition of Alameda County – Wendy Peterson.  Created 
born in 1990s; has a steering committee and staff.  In the next 18 months, it will 
focus on advocacy with local legislators on CBAS; two Part B focuses are duals and 
building bridges. New priorities: food insecurity and housing.  
• Bay Area Senior Health Policy Coalition  -  Greg Garrett.   Created in 2008;  
did a senior health policy forum in 2009 and another in 11/11. Has a WWW site.  
• Los Angeles Aging Advocacy Coalition – Sherry Revord.  Started in 2009. 
Conducted is first summit in 2010 with a focus on state budget and LA City Dept. 
of Aging.  System transformation & Duals are two focuses for Part B.  Did a second 
summit last May.  Their new policy agenda: Older Americans Act, keep Social 
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Security sustainable, help transition of ADHC to CBAS, the Duals pilot, and general 
advocacy, including voter registration.  
• Orange County Aging Services Collaborative – Patty Mouton.  Coalition has 
a new www site; 20 members; Part B focuses are Duals and Building Bridges; they 
hosted four town hall meetings in past year; nutrition and adult day health are 
focuses. Advocacy is a priority, e.g., for caregiver resource centers this year. 
• Riverside’s Stakeholder Advisory Group -- Michele Wilham.   Big conference 
for ADRC launch; did an “at risk” definition; created a provider guide on early 
identification and eligibility criteria, and helped with access. They have a WWW 
site; created a network “Resource for You” – LTSS outreach.  Uses a core 
leadership group and is guided by a mission statement. 
• San Diego Senior Alliance – Leane Marchese.  20 members plus legislative 
offices (state and fed); CEO-level participation; focus on advocacy; meet every 
other month; rotate location; Duals and Building Bridges are two Part B focuses; 
3-person leadership and a committee; accomplishments include the passage of 
the Elder Economic Index bill and getting food-stamp (Cal-Fresh) use in farmers 
markets.  Energy focused on Duals; a Web site is in the works.   
• San Francisco’s Long-Term Care Coordinating Council – Anne Hinton and Bill 
Haskell   Started in 1996; comprised of consumers and non-profits, city 
departments, etc.  30+ people; Duals and Systems Change are the two Part B 
focuses.  They have five overarching goals; they have a focus on managed care – 
getting prepared – with a design committee with workgroups, a care coordination 
workgroup, and analytics (system change) workgroup.     
• The Aging Services Collaborative of Santa Clara County --  Lori Andersen.  
Five  years old; community plan on aging gave them a start; about 80 nonprofits 
comprise the ASC + individual advocates; have an AGEnts for Change grant.  
Quarterly meetings. Their Part B focuses include Duals, building bridges (and 
Scorecard).  They have a film festival.  Part B is an advocacy effort, e.g. local 
budgets, joint planning and priority setting, and also some “gap filling.”  Plus they 
have a policy agenda that includes transportation.  
• Fresno/Madera/Tulare’s Elder Abuse Prevention Roundtable  -  Chris 
Schneider.  Started in 1997 after an elder abuse convention – 35-40 members for 
monthly meetings; they are Part A only; focus on interagency communication; 
hold annual conference. 
• Glenn/Butte/etc.’s Disability Advocacy Network  -- Forest Harlan.   Part A 
only – started the Disability Advocacy Network this year; start with healing rifts 
between disability community, independent living, and also AAA (Passages) – the 
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group will be consumer driven; include election focus; goal: writing letters and 
speaking in public, teaching self-advocacy, e.g. service club presentations; need to 
be able to talk to elected officials 
• The Senior Coalition of Stanislaus County --  Kim Viviano.   Formed in 2007 
as with fall prevention as its main topic; it’s two Part B focuses are building 
bridges between aging and disability groups and follow through on the Scorecard; 
this year they also want to build membership and host an annual healthy aging 
summit. 
• Yolo Healthy Aging Alliance – Sheila Allen.   Born out of a summit two years 
ago;  Sheila is paid staff; they are moving now from informal to formal status: a  
501(c)(3) application is in the works; they have an advocacy meeting monthly.  
Two Part B focuses are System Change & Building bridges.  They intend to host a 
summit on duals.    
 
Kali – hopes everyone will see each other as resources 
 
September 18 – SCAN Foundation Summit               Kali Peterson 

 Description of and registration for the Summit           
If you are Part B grantee, one delegate must attend the communications track 
Register soon and book your hotel 
 
September 19 – Conference in Sacramento 

 Description of the 19th                    Jack Hailey 

 Separate registration for the 19th – two from each coalition 

 Volunteers to assist in planning the 19th  -- thank you Wendy, Lori, and Jim  

 More details at next call   
 
Housekeeping/Scope of Work Issues                Kali Peterson 

 We use a Google Group listserve: look for an invitation in your inbox and 
respond soon please.  

 Invite coalition members to join the Google Group – let us know 

 Make sure coalition membership knows about monthly calls 

 SCAN is sending out a survey on communications capacity – going to each 
team leader…   

 Setting date and time of monthly conference calls.  First Thursday of the 
month from 2 PM to 3 PM was last year’s scheduled time.  After trying to 
set a time for 2012-13, the group decided it needed a survey of availability 
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for the calls starting in September.  For August 2 call, it will be from 2 PM to 
3 PM. 

 
Topics for Upcoming Calls       Jack Hailey  

 Survey to come on call topics 
 
 
Roll call for any late callers 
 
3:30 Adjourn  
 
Participants: 
Senior Services/Alameda County: Wendy Peterson and Karen Grimsich 
Orange County:  Mallory Vega and Patty Mouton 
San Francisco Council: Bill Haskell, Anne Hinton, and Donna Calame 
San Diego Senior Alliance:  Leane Marchese and Debbie Case 
Bay Area Senior Coalition:  Eileen Kunz, Greg Garrett, and Angelin Barrios 
Riverside: Ben Jauregui, Michele Wilham, and Paul Van Doren 
L.A.:    Sherry Revord, Anwar Zoueihid, and Larry Lisonbee 
Aging Services/Santa Clara:  Lori Andersen, Steve Schmoll, and Marilou Cristina 
Yolo:  Sheila Allen and Peggy Goldstein 
Disability Advocacy Network (Chico):  Forest Harlan 
Elder Abuse Prevention (Fresno): Chris A. Schneider and Cynthia Benzler 
Stanislaus County: Dianna Olsen, Kim Viviano, and Margie Palomino 


